3 Days Museum of the Bible - Washington D.C.
Make a Reservation! (June 17)

Make a Reservation! (July 22)

Make a Reservation! (Sept. 16)
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MUSEUM OF THE BIBLE •
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM
• DINNER: We begin our day at the Museum of the Bible where we have an
opportunity to engage with the Bible’s
history, narrative, and impact on the
world. Explore eight floors of exhibits,
libraries, and galleries, ending your tour
in the rooftop Biblical garden. Take the
opportunity to taste some foods from
Bible days at the museum’s restaurant.
This afternoon we visit the Holocaust
Museum. This museum is the official US
memorial providing documentation
of this time in history, from 1933 to 1945
We have an included dinner tonight
before returning to our hotel for the
evening. D
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US CAPITOL • HOME: We travel to
the U.S. Capitol Building for a guided
tour. Our tour begins with a 13-minute
intro film, followed by stops in the Capitol Rotunda. We see the Capitol Dome,

Make a Reservation! (Oct. 14)

depicting significant
events in American history: The
Signing of the
Declaration of
Independence,
the Baptism of
Pocahontas,
the Embarkation
of the Pilgrims,
the Landing of
Columbus and
General George
Washington Resigning
His Commission. Other
stops on the 45-minute walking tour
include the Crypt, National Statuary Hall
and some connecting corridors of the
U.S. Capitol, where we see statues representing every state. We arrive home
late this evening.

WASHINGTON DC • EVENING TOUR
OF MEMORIALS & MONUMENTS
• DINNER: We travel into Virginia to
begin our adventure in our nation’s
capital. Sit back and relax as we arrive
for an evening tour of DC’s memorials
and monuments. Before checking into
our hotel for a two night stay, we are
treated to an included dinner at one of
the area’s favorite restaurants. D
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VISIT THE MUSEUM OF THE BIBLE

encircled by murals, and the fresco on
the eye of the ceiling showing President
Washington rising to the heavens in
glory with Liberty and Victory/Fame
beside him. On the walls of the
Rotunda, we see large paintings
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